The detection of ellipses in digital image data is an important task in vision-based systems, since elliptical shapes are very common in nature and in man-made objects. Ellipse detection in real images is technically a very challenging problem in detection effectiveness and execution time. We propose an improved ellipse detection method for real-time performance on real world images. We extract arcs from the edge mask and classify them in four classes according to edge direction and convexity. By developing arc selection strategy, we select a combination of arcs possibly belonging to the same ellipse, and then estimate its parameters via the least squares fitting technique. Candidate ellipses are validated according to the fitness of the estimation with the actual edge pixels. Our method has been tested on three real images datasets and compared with two state-of-the-art methods. Our method performs superior than the compared methods. The results also show that the proposed method is suitable for real-time applications.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of ellipses in digital image data is an important task in vision systems, since elliptical shapes are very common in nature and in man-made objects. For instance, ellipse detection can be utilized in wheels detection [1] , traffic sign detection and classification [2] , object detection for industrial applications [3] , pupil tracking [4] , and many more.
Ellipse detection in real images is technically a very challenging problem. Factors that make detection difficult include the presence of noise, lighting conditions and perspective, occlusion of objects by other objects, et al. In real time applications, algorithms for ellipse detection have to run fast with low memory usage, since ellipse detection is mostly just a preprocessing step for algorithms applied in later stages.
Many methods estimate the parameters using the Hough transform (or its variants), since ellipses can be described by five parameters, which are the center point 0 0 ( , ) x y , two semi-axes ( , ) a b , and tile angle θ . McLaughlin [5] introduces a method based on the randomized Hough transform (RHT) and use proper data structures to reduce the memory usage. Lu and Tan [6] iteratively focus only on the points with higher probability to belong to a single ellipse, and parameters are stored in five 1D accumulators instead of a five dimensional (5-D) accumulator. Xie and Ji [7] and Chia et al. [8] compute four parameters using the geometric properties of the ellipse, and estimate the last one in a 1D accumulator. Fornaciari [9] find the centers of the ellipses geometrically and estimate the remaining parameters using Hough Transform in the second step. Hough transform based methods greatly suffer from noise, which includes both back ground noise and points belonging to different ellipses. Also, they are computation and memory intensive because of the voting procedure use a huge number of edge points combinations.
Recently, researchers start using edge contour methods, i.e. arcs. Many approaches to generate the arcs are presented, such as linking short straight lines [1,10-13], splitting the edge contour [14] [15] [16] [17] , or validating connected edge pixels [18] . Instead of exhaustive search, arcs are grouped according to their relative position and constraints on the curvature [1, 10, 11, 14, 15] , or ellipse fitting error [12, 13, [16] [17] [18] . The ellipses parameters are obtained using ellipse fitting methods [19, 20] on a reduced set of arcs.
In this paper, we present a novel method for ellipse detection, which performs significantly better than the state-of-art methods. We also present two datasets (available on-line) of real images on which we tested the methods for evaluation.
PROPOSED METHOD
We propose an improved ellipse detection method for real-time performance on real world images. It extracts arcs from the edge mask and classifies them in four classes according to edge direction and convexity. Then it selects a combination of arcs possibly belonging to the same ellipse and then estimates its parameters via the least squares fitting technique. Candidate ellipses are validated according to the fitness of the estimation with the actual edge pixels. Finally, we deal with multiple detections of the same ellipse using a unique check procedure. Proposed method is described in the following subsection.
Arc extraction
In this phase, we extract arcs from the input image. At first step edge points are detected by Canny edge detector. Then we classify edge pixels in two main directions according to their gradient phase and group 8-connected edge pixels in the same direction class to form arcs [9] .
The classification C is simply done by checking the signs of the Sobel derivatives and , which can be defined as (1):
We link 8-connected edge points of the same direction class to form arcs, and sort the points in each arc according to the relative position.
Then each arc is classified by the convexity. In the paper, the convexity is determined by the relative position between a point on the arc and the line which passes through two end points of the arc. If point is above the line , the arc is convex upward; if point is below the line , the arc is convex downward.
Based on edge direction and convexity, we map each arc into its quadrant, as described in (2). 
Arc selection strategy
In the current context, we group the edge arcs that possibly belong to same ellipse. The whole boundary of each ellipse is divided into four quadrants. Constraints are made to collect the edge contours that possibly belong to same ellipse as one set.
Firstly, constraint rules for two arcs are formulated. According to the geometric property of ellipses, two candidate arc and will be considered parts of the same ellipse if they satisfy the following three constraints:
1. Quadrant constraint. The two arcs are selected to be in adjacent quadrants. Each pair is composed by arcs in subsequent quadrants. As a result, quadrant constraint is defined as (3).
2. Position constraint.
Based on the quadrant constraint, if arc and arc are belong to a same ellipse, the end points of the arcs are mutual constrained by their relative position in image, see Fig. 3 . Position constraint is described as (4).
Where . , . is the coordinate of image point .
An ellipse lies entirely on one side of a tangent line passing through a point on it. According to the property, we draw tangent lines to the arcs. The extreme point of an arc is the tangent point, and the unit tangent vector is perpendicular to the gradient, see Fig. 4 . Therefore, the constraint is defined by (5): 1. Two arcs in adjacent quadrants of them satisfy the constraints above.
2. Center constraint.
for a given arc pair α i and α j as the method described in paper 9. We estimate the ellipse center Cij
We say that the centers C ij , j k C of two arc pairs coincide and satisfy the third constraint of the selection strategy if they lie within a given distance center Th which accounts for image noise.
Parameter estimation
In the current context, we compute the algebraic equation of ellipse using least squares fitting techniques, and then get the parameters of candidate ellipses by equating the corresponding coefficients.
The algebraic equation of an ellipse is given by (6). 
Least squares fitting technique is used to find the coefficients A, B, C, D, E, and F of the algebraic equation.
The coefficients A, B, C, D, E, and F provide little direct insight into the ellipse's shape. Moreover, these coefficients are not unique since they can be multiplied by a number δ ≠ 0 and still describe the same ellipse 21]. So, extracting the parameters of an ellipse from the coefficients of its algebraic equation is an important issue.
An ellipse has a standard equation form, as described in (7). 
The parameters of candidate ellipses are computed by equating the corresponding coefficients between (6) and (7).
The center 0 0 ( , ) x y of the ellipse is given by (8). 
The angle θ between the x-axis and the major-axis of the ellipse is given by (9). Therefore, all the parameters of candidate ellipses are extracted.
Post-processing
In the paper, three arcs that satisfy arc selection strategy are used to compute candidate ellipse. Candidate ellipses must then be validated to remove false detections. We evaluate candidate ellipses according to the fitness of the estimation with the corresponding edge pixels.
Validation
We consider a way to measure the distance between each edge pixel and the fitted ellipse edge, as shown in Fig. 5 . A line connecting the edge point P and the center O intersects with the ellipse edge at point M , then PM is defined as the distance from edge point P to the ellipse edge. . Assume the center of the ellipse is 0 0 ( , ) x y , the length of semi-major axis is a the length of semi-minor axis is b and the tilt angle is θ .
If the coordinate of edge point P is ( , ) x y , then 0 ϕ can be calculated by (13) , as shown in The edge distance from edge point P to ellipse edge is computed by
Based on the definition of (15), quality measure is assigned to each candidate ellipse i ε by the following way.
(1). edge measurement
We can get the position of an edge point ( , ) ε fit the boundary of the estimated ellipse:
A candidate ellipse i ε with edge edge S Th > is considered as valid, otherwise as a false detection and is discarded.
(2). End point measurement
The main idea is that if the arcs do not belong to an ellipse, the end points of arc are much farther from the fitted ellipse.
The end points There is a condition that a single arc is combined to a few groups, and then several candidate ellipses are composed with a same arc. In the paper, we assume that an arc belongs to a single ellipse which is reasonable in applications, and duplicate detections should be discarded. For ellipses composed with a same arc, ellipse with the highest score is valid, and other ellipses are discarded. And candidate ellipses with similar parameters are considered as the same ellipse, and the ellipse with the highest score is valid.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
We perform the proposed method on real images datasets, evaluating its performance and comparing it with Libuda [11] and Fornaciari [9] methods.
We evaluate the performance of each method by precision, recall, F-measure and time taken. We tested the methods on reliable datasets containing real world images: Dataset Prasad, Dataset Data #1 and Dataset Data #2. The results of Libuda and Fornaciari were compared with our proposed method, and their code is available on-line. All the experiments are executed via the C++ language on the PC equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU@3.20GHz 3.20GHz processor,4.00 GB of RAM and Win7 SP1 as the operating system.
The average values of the performance for real world dataset are shown in Table 1 . It shows that proposed method gives the best performance with the least time consuming. For Dataset Prasad (containing 198 images), our method performs best in precision (84.85%), recall (33.29%), and F-measure (39.53%). For Dataset Data #1 (containing 400 images), our method gets the best precision of 84.46%, and the best F-measure of 54.64%. The value of recall our method gets is 2% less than Fornaciari. For Dataset Data #2 (containing 629 images), our method performs best in precision (82.16%), recall (33.29%), and F-measure (58.81%). Moreover, our method takes the least computational time for the datasets. The detection results are shown in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 . Proposed method performs significantly better than other method. The primary reason of the good performance of the proposed method is the proper arc selection strategy, parameter estimation and ellipse validation. The selection strategy helps to significantly speed up the grouping procedure. Parameter estimation via least squares fitting techniques ensures the accuracy of parameters and the high-speed of the estimation. And proper ellipse validation allows to validating true detections and discarding false detections. However, it has difficult in the detection of occluded ellipses, well-shaped semi-ellipses, due to at least three arcs in different quadrants are used to compute a candidate ellipse. Small ellipses are hardly detected because of few pixels are on the boundary of ellipses. 
